
 

Aluminium Venetian Blinds 

 

 

 

 

Kiwiblinds Aluminium Venetians are your answer to a practical and cost effective solution for your window 

dressings. Both the 25mm or 50mm slat width options are fully adjustable to get the desired light or 
privacy levels in any room or office.  

Available in a wide variety of modern decorative colours, the slats are coated in a lead free oven with 

baked polyester enamel paint applied over a chemical pre-treatment. This optimises scratch resistance and 

provided superior corrosion protection. Powder coated and robust head and bottom rails provide the 
foundation for quality and support.   

Giving a smart appearance to add finesse, Kiwiblinds Aluminium Venetian’s protect against harsh sunlight 

and heat, while winter warmth is retained overnight.  For simplicity of design and function, this could be 
the answer for you.     

 

Features and Benefits 

 25mm or 50mm width slats options at 0.21mm in thickness  

 Head Rail: Robust top quality steel - 28mm in depth x 20mm in width  

 Maximum width under warranty: 3000mm (25mm width slats) and 3500mm (50mm width slats)  

 Maximum drop under warranty: 3000mm, limited to a maximum of 8 m2 for weight management   

 Left or right hand control wand and cord control options 

 Galvanised, discrete steel finish brackets   

 Smooth, easy and quiet operation with a wand to tilt the slats and a strong cord for up/down pull 

 Crash Proof cord lock 

 Three year quality assured product warranty 

 Slat tilting battery motorisation option applies for the 50mm slat width  

 Sloping windows can be accommodated with custom shaped production 

 Complete technical backup and easy to follow installation guide for self-install buyers  

 

Cleaning 

 Remove dust from blinds with vacuum cleaner or duster 

 Clean gently with a damp cloth and allow to dry 

 Do not scrub, or use solvents or any abrasive substances  

 


